Your AncestryDNA Results reveal your unique story — who your ancestors were and where they came from.

DNA Story for Charles Warden

Ethnicity Estimate

- England, Wales & Northwestern Europe: 42%
- Germanic Europe: 22%
- Ireland & Scotland: 21%
- Norway: 8%
- Sweden: 3%
- Benin/Togo: 2%
- Ivory Coast/Ghana: 1%
- European Jewish: 1%

Additional Communities

- Northern Arkansas & Middle Tennessee Settlers
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Early History

- England, Wales & Northwestern Europe 42%
- Germanic Europe 22%
- Ireland & Scotland 21%
- Norway 8%
- Sweden 3%
- Benin/Togo 2%
- Ivory Coast/Ghana 1%
- European Jewish 1%

1700 - 1750

- Northern Arkansas & Middle Tennessee Settlers
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1750 - 1775
- Northern Arkansas & Middle Tennessee Settlers

1775 - 1800
- Northern Arkansas & Middle Tennessee Settlers
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1800 - 1825

Northern Arkansas & Middle Tennessee Settlers

1825 - 1850

Northern Arkansas & Middle Tennessee Settlers
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1850 - 1875

1875 - 1900

Northern Arkansas & Middle Tennessee Settlers
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**1900 - 1925**
- Northern Arkansas & Middle Tennessee Settlers

**1925 - 1950**
- Northern Arkansas & Middle Tennessee Settlers